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Founded in 2005, nationally-ranked Wallick Investments, LLC
is a registered investment advisory firm, specializing in building, implementing
and managing investment portfolios for individuals (IRAs, joint, individual, trusts),
institutions (corporate pensions, 401Ks, foundations, endowments) and other
non-affiliated advisors, including CPAs, attorneys and financial planners.
Visit our web site

We offer a full complement of competitive investment solutions including

for full-listing of

diversified stock portfolios, bond portfolios and, as appropriate, non-correlating

national

assets to hedge against volatility, inflation, and market declines. We design and

performance.

manage separate account portfolios using thoroughly researched proprietary
processes that are repeatable, systematic, unemotional and have stood the
test of time.
Wallick Investments’ portfolios consist of primarily individual securities,
not mutual funds. Both strategic and tactical asset allocation as well as
security-selection decisions are based on “factors” which have significant
academic support and have been effectively implemented by some of the
world’s most successful investors.
Wallick Investments, LLC is fee-only. We receive neither commissions nor any
other compensation from broker-dealers or product providers such as mutual funds
or insurance companies. Clients have direct access to the portfolio managers who
welcome investment management and security-selection questions.

Our investment services provide our clients with the trust and confidence to
realize their dreams and focus on that which is most important to them.
Call us at 803.699.9400 or visit

Wallickinvestments.com

		

Why Wallick Investments?
Our success is measured by our clients’ outperformance

against similarly allocated benchmarks.
Our emphasis is on adding value, net-of-fees, greater than what our clients can earn
investing in index funds, and by outperforming our industry peers.
We care about performance because we care about our clients.
We are dedicated to
professional excellence, integrity and consistent results.

Professional excellence
		 We are career portfolio managers with over 50 years combined experience. We have successfully 		
			 navigated economic expansions and recessions, as well as bull and bear markets.
		

We are focused. Investing our clients’ money is our only business.

		

We stay informed of the latest research concerning faith-based and quantitative factor-based investing.

		 We accept fiduciary responsibility and uphold the Chartered Financial Analyst® (CFA®) Institutes’
			 Code of Ethics and Standards of Professional Conduct.
		

We regularly review our performance against our benchmarks and our peers 		
(see our quarterly Portfolio Review & Commentary at Wallickinvestments.com).

Integrity
		 We place our clients’ interests ahead of our own. Everything we do is because we believe it is best 		
			 for our clients. Potential conflicts of interest are avoided or fully disclosed.
		

Our fee schedule is fully disclosed and easy to understand. See page 23.

		

We invest our firm assets alongside our clients’ in our recommended portfolios.

		 The final step in our stringent security-selection process is to screen companies based on their
			 moral and ethical practices.
		 We report performance relative to similarly allocated benchmarks to clearly show where we are
			 adding value (see our sample Performance Review, page 22).

Consistent results
		 Our performance has been highly ranked against a universe of our peers: Morningstar®; 			
			 Evestments; PSN; and Money Manager Review.
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Our team
Wade Stinnette, Dan Wallick, Susan Wallick and Jake Wallick

Daniel Wallick
Managing Partner

Chief Investment Officer

Daniel Wallick is a 1991 Phi Beta Kappa Honors graduate from the University of South Carolina with a
degree in Finance and Business Economics and post-graduate work in accounting. His career experience
includes accounting and management at Blue Cross and Blue Shield of South Carolina, and brokerage
at Merrill Lynch and South Carolina Bank and Trust. In June of 2005, he founded Wallick Investments, LLC
in Camden, SC, moving in 2006 to Wildewood Business Park in Northeast Columbia and in 2018, to
downtown Columbia. Dan is active in the Church, is a member of the Columbia chapter of the South
Carolina Christian Chamber of Commerce and serves on the investment committee for the Roman
Catholic Diocese of Charleston. Dan enjoys spending time with his wife Susan and their three sons:
Jacob, Zachary and Samuel. In addition to investment research, his hobbies include: running, reading,
fishing, tennis and golf. Dan is a member of the Chartered Financial Analyst® Institute.
DanWallick@WallickInvestments.com

Wade Stinnette
Principal Senior Portfolio Manager
Wade Stinnette is a 1980 graduate with distinction from the Virginia Military Institute with a Bachelor of
Science degree in Chemistry and served six years as a Commissioned Officer in the United States Marine
Corps. He has been working with investment clients since 1986 and has extensive experience building
investment portfolios, implementing investment plans, monitoring asset allocations, rebalancing portfolios,
and providing on-going communications regarding investment results, outlook, and strategy. Prior to
joining Wallick Investments, Wade served in various capacities within boutique investment firms, such as
Tanglewood Asset Management and The London Company, and at bank asset management departments
including Certus Wealth, First Citizens and Wachovia. He is a past Secretary and Treasurer of the CFA Society
of SC and has served on the boards of directors of several non-profit organizations. Wade enjoys spending
time with his family, gardening, hunting, fishing, and volunteering at his church and in his community.
WadeStinnette@WallickInvestments.com
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Wallick Investments, LLC
reduces overall fees
by offering separate accounts
directly to investors.

Jacob D. Wallick
Jr. Portfolio Manager

Managing Partner Associate

Jake Wallick is a 2016 honors graduate from The University of South Carolina’s Darla Moore School of
Business with a degree in Finance and Management, and directed study in Biology. While at USC, he was
Japan Club treasurer and an active participant in the student led Carolina Fund. His career experience
includes working as a financial analyst intern with Wallick Investments and as a transaction accountant
supporting global markets with Deutsche Bank’s Corporate Finance Department in Jacksonville, FL. In July
of 2017, Jake joined Wallick Investments formally. He is an Eagle scout and passionate about nutrition and
exercise. In addition to his investment studies, he enjoys swimming, running, soccer, sailing, keeping up
with friends, and spending time with family. Jake is a member of the CFA Institute and has passed Level 2
of the CFA Institute exam.
JakeWallick@WallickInvestments.com

Susan H. Wallick
Principal Director, Marketing and Communications
Susan H. Wallick is a 1991 Bachelor of Arts graduate of the University of South Carolina with a
concentration in Graphic Design. Her career began as a graphic designer for Lutheran Theological
Southern Seminary where the Alumni magazine Southern Bulletin was a winner of the Associated Church
Press Best of Class Award of publications for six consecutive years and Best in Class for Graphic Design.
In 1999, she launched her freelance design firm, Salinity Art, and her accounts included Lexington
Medical Center, Sporting Classics Magazine, Richland School District 2 and Heathwood Hall Episcopal
School (whose newsletter, The Highlander, received the 2006 and 2009 Silver Wing Award of the South
Carolina Public Relations Society of America). Formally joining Wallick Investments in August of 2013,
her chief responsibility is public relations. Active with family, church and her community, Susan enjoys
cheering on the University of South Carolina with Dan, where sons, Jake and Zach, also earned their
degrees, and where their youngest son, Samuel attends Honors College majoring in Accounting.
When not outdoors in the water, Susan enjoys running, crafts and/or reading.
SusanWallick@WallickInvestments.com
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Investment Philosophy
Wallick Investments believes active
management, based on a disciplined,
well-researched, repeatable plan, adhered
to over an investment cycle (usually
around 5 years), can add significant value.
Our experience and academic research
has shown, the three most important
components of active management and
overall investment performance include
asset allocation, sector diversification
and security selection.

Client
Unlike
most investment firms which
emphasize asset allocation almost
exclusively, Wallick Investments believes
all three components are essential.

Between Assets
(Asset Allocation)
100%

23%

Between Sector/Style
(Diversification)
Within Sector Style
(Security Selection)

Asset allocation:

15% between assets
representing 23% of potential total added value
US Stocks (16.06%)
Bonds (3.64%)
Cash (.90%)

Sector/style diversification:
25% between sectors representing 39%
of potential total added value

Healthcare (16.35%)
Consumer Staples (13.69%)
Consumer Discretionary (20.97%)
Technology (18.85%)
Utilities (13.02%)
Energy (5.73%)
Basic Materials (11.95%)
Telecommunications (9.41%)
Financials (15.43%)
Momentum (18.15%)
Value (16.54%)
Low Volatility (16.53%)
High Dividend (16.86%)
Commodities (-3.73%)
Developed International Markets (8.84%)
Emerging International Markets (7.79%)

80%

60%

39%

40%

20%

38%

0%

Contributors to overall performance.
Data shown: Annualized performance from
March 2009 to March 2019
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Security selection: 24% is the average
of the figures listed below which is the difference
between the bottom of the top quintile
(20th percentile) vs. the top of the fifth quintile
(80th percentile) for each sector. This represents
38% of potential total added value.
Healthcare (32.66%)
Consumer Staples (20.54%)
Consumer Discretionary (23.30%)
Technology (27.36%)
Utilities (14.38%)
Energy (29.38%)
Basic Materials (29.34%)
Telecommunications (19.33%)
Financials (19.75%)

Portfolio Engineering

O

ur portfolio engineering process assesses client goals, objectives,

time horizons and risk tolerances to determine their strategic (long-term)
asset allocation, and multi-factor equity portfolio(s). Market and economic
indicators are used to determine tactical (short-term) adjustments to asset
allocation and favored factor-based equity holdings.

Client
Goals, objectives, time horizons & risk tolerance to determine...

Strategic asset allocation benchmarks (stocks, bonds, cash— long term)
& Core Equity Portfolio(s)— WI Fidelis or WI Excelsis
		 Market & economic indicator details on page 10 used to determine...

Tactical adjustments—
WI Tactical Asset Allocation
& WI Factor Rotation

Final portfolio
Security
selection,
see
page 8
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Strategic Asset Allocations and Benchmarks

C

lients’ asset allocation

strategies are based on their
individual risk tolerances
and time horizons as defined
by a questionnaire and

The Aggressive allocation

Aggressive
strategy objective is to maximize
Stocks
total return. It is expected to be
Bonds
between 45% and 125% as
Other/Cash
volatile as overall stock market
and to outperform its benchmark.

Range

B’mark

70 - 100%
0 - 30%
0 - 30%

85%
7%
8%

client input. Each allocation
strategy defines a range
of weightings for each
asset class (stocks, bonds,
other/cash). Within each
allocation strategy, Wallick
Investments diversifies most
clients’ holdings between
our tactical asset allocation
portfolio, a multi-factor
strategic (core) equity
portfolio (WI Fidelis and/or
WI Excelsis), WI Factor
Rotation portfolio and our
WI Bond portfolio.
Descriptions and the security
selection process for each
equity portfolio can be

The Moderately Aggressive

M. Aggressive Range B’mark
allocation strategy objective is
60 - 90%
Stocks
75%
to emphasize total return with
10 - 40%
Bonds
17%
0
30%
Other/Cash
8%
growth and modest income.
It is expected to be between
30% and 105% as volatile as the overall stock market and to
outperform its benchmark.

The Moderate/Balanced

Moderate
Range B’mark
allocation strategy objective is
Stocks
60%
45 - 75%
to balance growth and income.
Bonds
32%
30 - 60%
Other/Cash
It is expected to be between
8%
0 - 30%
25% and 80% as volatile as
overall stock market and to outperform its benchmark.

The Conservative allocation

Conservative
Range B’mark
strategy objective is income
30 - 60%
45%
Stocks
with limited volatility. It is
40 - 70%
47%
Bonds
0 - 30%
8%
Other/Cash
expected to be between
20% and 60% as volatile as
overall market and to moderately outperform inflation.

found on pages 11 – 15.
The following are allocation

The Defensive allocation

strategy approaches for

strategy objective is capital
20 - 50%
35%
Stocks
preservation with modest
50 - 80%
57%
Bonds
0
30%
8%
Other/Cash
total return. It is expected to be
between 15% and 40% as
volatile as the overall market and to slightly outperform inflation.

various portfolios—
given a clients’ risk tolerance
and time horizon.
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Defensive

Range

B’mark

Wallick Investments’ performance goals (separate accounts):
to rank in the top 50th percentile for 1 year investment performance
and top 33rd percentile for longer time periods
based on returns of separate accounts and
open-ended mutual funds.

This graph illustrates the associated expected risk/return
trade off for all of our asset allocation strategies based
on historical average returns. Past performance
does not guarantee future results.

Aggressive
Aggressive
Bonds
15%

Moderately
Aggressive
Growth
Bonds
25%

Return

Moderate/Balanced
Balanced

Moderate
Conservative

Conservative
Defensive

Bonds
65%

Stocks
35%

Bonds
55%

Stocks
45%

Bonds
40%

Stocks
75%

Stocks
85%
Return 9-12%
Volatility 18-22%

Return 8 -10%
Volatility 16-20%

Stocks
60%
Return 7-9%
Volatility 14 -18%

Return 6-8%
Volatility 12-15%

Return 5-7%
Volatility 11-14%

Risk / Volatility
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Security Selection
Wallick Investments’ success at
selecting individual securities for a client’s
portfolio is a critical determinant of overall
performance. Despite constant industry
stories of new investment strategies sure
to deliver higher return with less risk, we
are not easily convinced. We do, however,
rely heavily on academic research which
has shown a few strategies have delivered
consistently robust results. Components
of these strategies have been utilized with
great success by many investment gurus

Equity Style Factors
Capital Appreciation Factors
Value
1.		
2.
3.
4.
5.

Price-to-earnings
Price-to-sales
Price-to-cash flow
Price-to-dividends
Price-to-intrinsic value

Momentum
1. Earnings
2. Price

throughout history.
See notes on page 9.

Wallick Investments’ equity portfolios
are developed based upon a proprietary
combination of these strategies which
emphasize Value (both intrinsic and
relative), Momentum, which includes
earnings and/or price, and Quality,
measured by corporate financials
and/or stock volatility.
Having quantitative data as a key driver in
our security-selection process eliminates
much of the subjectivity and emotion
which often leads to investment mistakes.
To the right is a list of Wallick Investments’
primary security-selection factors and
sub-criteria associated with each.
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Income & Defensive Factors
Corporate quality
1. Growth and Consistency
		Sales
		Earnings
		Cashflow
		Dividend Yield
2. Profitability
		 Return-on-equity
		 Return-on-assets
		 Return-on-invested capital
3. Financial Health
		 Liquidity Ratios
4. Corporate Stewardship and Governance

Volatility
1. Standard deviation
2. Beta

Equity Portfolio Construction
Wallick Investments’ security-selection process screens a universe of over 7,200 stocks based
on a proprietary weighting of each of the equity style factors described on the previous page for
each portfolio. After initial screening, additional qualitative research and ensuring compliance
with our ethical filters, we select highly-ranked stocks for each portfolio. Our core portfolio will be
composed of quality companies, selling at a discount with momentum, and reasonable volatility
and dividends. All holdings are actively monitored daily and are removed from our portfolios when
they meet our pre-established sell criteria. Our sell criteria were developed to let winners run and
to cut losers early. Below is an illustration of the objectives of each portfolio followed by pages
showing performance and brief descriptions of each of our portfolios. If you would like additional
information, please contact one of our portfolio managers.
Risk-averse
market
environment

Equity strategy objectives

TAA

Risk-seeking
market
environment

TAA
Excelsis
Fidelis
Tactical Factor Rotation
Tactical adjustments

Notes:
1.

Clifford S. Asness, Antti Ilmanen, Ronen Israel and Tobias J. Moskowitz, Vol. 13, No. 1 (2015). “Investing with Style” Journal of 		
Investment Management, pgs 27 – 63.
2. James O’Shaughnessy (1998), “What Works on Wall Street?”
3. Pat Dorsey (2004), “The Five Rules for Successful Stock Investing”
4. Kevin Matras (2011), “Finding #1 Stocks: Screening, Backtesting and Time-Proven Strategies”
5. Peter Lynch (1986), “One Up on Wall Street”
6. Benjamin Graham (2005), “Intelligent Investor”
7. Mary Buffet (2002), “Buffettology”
8. Ken Fisher (2007), “Super Stocks”
9. Martin Zweig (1997), “Winning on Wall Street”
10. Joel Greenblatt (2005), “The Little Book that Beats the Market”
11. John Neff (2001), “John Neff on Investing”
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Tactical Allocation and Factor Exposure
Wallick Investments’ tracks both market and economic indicators to identify early warning signs
of potential “bear” markets and shifts in market style/factor preferences. Wallick Investments utilizes
these indicators to make tactical adjustments to asset allocation (up to 15% of a client’s portfolio) and
equity factor rotation (between 0 and 30%). Wallick Investments may also make tactical allocations to
international, small/mid cap stocks and commodities.
Our primary indicators are listed below but are subject to change based on available research.

Leading Economic Indicators

Financial Conditions Index

Published by US Economic Conference Board

Published by the Chicago Federal Reserve Bank

10 Individual Economic Indicators

105 Individual Economic Indicators

National Activity Index

Financial Stress

Published by the Chicago Federal Reserve Bank

Published by the St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank

85 Individual Economic Indicators

18 Individual Economic Indicators

Probability of Recession

US Current Account Balance

Published by the St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank

Published by Bureau of Economic Analysis

4 Individual Economic Indicators

Market Sentiment Indicators
“Fear” index (VIX) and market valuations

100.00

$ 87

This graph is a hypothetical
illustration of the potential impact of
outperforming the S&P 500 by losing
only half as much as the market after
an indicator suggests caution. It does
not represent actual returns.

$ 21

10.00

S&P 500
Economy
Tactical
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Investment Strategy: WI Tactical Asset Allocation
Investment Manager:			

Dan Wallick, Wade Stinnette, Jake Wallick

Asset Class & Objective

The WI Tactical Asset Allocation overall portfolio style is best defined as
tactical. The Asset Allocation Model’s goal is to outperform its benchmark
in all market environments. WI Tactical Asset Allocation portfolio is a
dynamic holding consisting of securities representing high-level assets
best suited for the current business cycle based on macro-economic data.

Strategy Custom Benchmark

92% iShares US Aggregate Bond Fund (AGG) / 5% Barclays iPath DJ UBS
Commodities ETF (DJP) / 3% SPDR Barclays 1– 3 month T-Bill ETF (BIL)

Single Strategy Benchmark

Not Applicable

Style Factors

WI Tactical Asset Allocation portfolio will rely on index funds to
overweight desired assets.

Portfolio Characteristics

Less than 25 holdings
Complies with WI faith-based and biblically responsible
investment guidelines
May include exposure to:
Stocks
Bonds
Commodities
Managed futures

Investment Process

Wallick Investments’ security selection process evaluates current
macro-economic data listed on the previous page to determine which,
if any, asset class to overweight.

Sell Discipline

A change in macro-economic data

Risk Management

The standard deviation for this portfolio will customarily range between
2.5 to 12.5.
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Investment Strategy: WI Fidelis
Investment Manager:			

Dan Wallick, Wade Stinnette, Jake Wallick

Asset Class & Objective

WI Fidelis’ overall portfolio style is best defined as Large-Cap Blend with a
concentration on capital appreciation and income. Fidelis’ goal is to outperform its
benchmark in all market environments. WI Fidelis portfolio is a core, “all-weather”
holding consisting of stocks with high exposure to the style factors Quality, Value,
Momentum and Low Volatility which all have shown a tendency to outperform
the overall market. The actual weightings will be either close to evenly weighted
or optimized.

Strategy Custom Benchmark

48% Vanguard 500 Index (VFIAX) / 22% Russell 1000 Value Index (IWD) /
15% Vanguard Small-Cap Index (VSMAX) / 10% Vanguard FSTE All-World ex-US
Index (VFWIX) / 5% Vanguard Mid-Cap Index (VIMAX)

Single Security Index

Russell 3000 / iShares Russell 3000 (IWV)

Factor Benchmark

20% iShares MSCI USA Momentum Factor ETF (MTUM) / 35% iShares Edge MSCI
USA Value Factor (VLUE) / 25% iShares Edge MSCI USA Quality (QUAL) / 10%
iShares MSCI USA Minimum Volatility (USMV) / 10% SPDR S&P Dividend (SDY)

Portfolio Characteristics

Investment Process
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50 – 75 positions
Diversified multi-factor exposure
Minimum of 40% Large-Cap
Maximum of 25% International ADRs
Medium turnover of 75% – 100% per year
Complies with WI faith-based and biblically responsible investment guidelines
Wallick Investments’ security-selection process screens a universe of over 7,200
stocks based on a proprietary weighting of each of the equity style factors.
After initial screening, additional qualitative research and ensuring compliance
with our ethical filters, portfolio managers select highly-ranked stocks for each
portfolio. WI portfolio managers evaluate the final, top-scoring investment choices
for the best combination of investments across sectors and the total portfolio.
Capital Appreciation Factors will represent approximately 55% of the portfolio
and Defensive Factors will represent approximately 45%.

Sell Discipline

Deteriorating earnings momentum over a minimum set period
Over valuation without strong earnings momentum
A negative change in a companies corporate or moral stewardship
Higher ranking choice

Risk Management

Beta will range between 0.65 – 1.35, depending on macro-economic data
Sector weightings between plus and minus 8% of custom benchmark
Individual Company weightings maximum of 3%

Investment Strategy: WI Excelsis
Investment Manager:			

Dan Wallick, Wade Stinnette, Jake Wallick

Asset Class & Objective

WI Excelsis’ overall portfolio style is best defined as Large-Cap Blend. WI Excelsis
consist of stocks with high exposure to the same factors as WI Fidelis, however,
WI Excelsis enhances the Strategic Moral Investing (SMI) process by only investing
in companies which demonstrate a commitment to traditional family values,
corporate stewardship, human dignity, and the common good. Investments reflect
a vision of business as a community of persons focused on:
meeting genuine human needs while taking responsibility for the social and
		 environmental costs of production;
organizing productive and meaningful work; and
creating both profit and well-being to produce sustainable wealth with justice.
		 The portfolio is expected to deliver exemplary long-term growth with market
		 or lower risk. The WI Excelsis investor does not have to compromise his/her
		 values to achieve exceptional investment results.

Strategy Custom Benchmark

48% Vanguard 500 Index (VFIAX) / 22% Russell 1000 Value Index (IWD) / 15%
Vanguard Small-Cap Index (VSMAX) / 10% Vanguard FSTE All-World ex-US Index
(VFWIX) / 5% Vanguard Mid-Cap Index (VIMAX)

Single Security Index

S&P 500 / Vanguard 500 Index (VFIAX)

Factor Benchmark

20% iShares MSCI USA Momentum Factor ETF (MTUM)/ 35% iShares Edge MSCI
USA Value Factor (VLUE) / 25% iShares Edge MSCI USA Quality (QUAL) / 10%
iShares MSCI USA Minimum Volatility (USMV) / 10% SPDR S&P Dividend (SDY)

Portfolio Characteristics

Investment Process

50 – 75 positions
Diversified multi-factor exposure
Minimum of 40% Large-Cap
Maximum of 25% International ADRs
Medium turnover of 75% – 100% per year
Complies with WI faith-based and biblically responsible investment guidelines
Wallick Investments’ security-selection process screens a universe of over 7,200
stocks based on a proprietary weighting of each of the equity style factors.
After initial screening, additional qualitative research and ensuring compliance
with our ethical filters, portfolio managers select highly-ranked stocks for each
portfolio. WI portfolio managers evaluate the final, top-scoring investment
choices for the best combination of investments across sectors and the total
portfolio. Capital Appreciation Factors will represent approximately 55% of the
portfolio and Defensive Factors will represent approximately 45%.

Sell Discipline

Over valuation without strong earnings momentum
Deteriorating earnings momentum without high valuations to price
A negative change in a companies corporate or moral stewardship
On-going monitoring of each investment to confirm continuing qualification
Higher ranking choice

Risk Management

Beta will range between 0.65 – 1.35, depending on macro-economic data
Sector neutrality (plus or minus 8%)
Standard Deviation and Beta controls based on macro-economic data
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Investment Strategy: WI Factor Rotation
Investment Manager:			

Dan Wallick, Wade Stinnette, Jake Wallick

Asset Class & Objective

The WI Factor Rotation’s overall portfolio style is best defined as tactical. The
Factor Rotation Model’s goal is to outperform its benchmark in all market
environments. WI Factor Rotation portfolio is a core, “all-weather” holding
consisting of stocks having high exposure to one of our five major factors. The
specific factor will be dependent on the latest economic data. For all but the
most aggressive investors this portfolio should be used in conjunction with
another WI core portfolio.

Strategy Custom Benchmark

48% Vanguard 500 Index (VFIAX) / 22% Russell 1000 Value Index (IWD) /
15% Vanguard Small-Cap Index (VSMAX) / 10% Vanguard FSTE All-World
ex-US Index (VFWIX) / 5% Vanguard Mid-Cap Index (VIMAX)

Single Security Index

Russell 3000 / iShares Russell 3000 (IWV)

Style Factors

20% iShares MSCI USA Momentum Factor ETF (MTUM) / 20% iShares Edge MSCI
USA Value Factor (VLUE) / 20% iShares Edge MSCI USA Quality (QUAL) / 20%
iShares MSCI USA Minimum Volatility (USMV) / 20% SPDR S&P Dividend (SDY)

Portfolio Characteristics

Investment Process
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21 positions with remaining in cash
Concentrated factor exposure
High turnover— greater than 100% per year
Complies with WI faith-based and biblically responsible investment guidelines
Wallick Investments’ security-selection process screens a universe of over
7,200 stocks based on a proprietary weighting of each of the equity style
factors. After initial screening, additional qualitative research and ensuring
compliance with our ethical filters, portfolio managers select highly-ranked
stocks for each portfolio. WI portfolio managers evaluate the final, top-scoring
investment choices for the best combination of investments across sectors and
the total portfolio. Allocations to Capital Appreciation and Defensive Factors
will vary.

Sell Discipline

Deteriorating factor score, change in preferred factor
A negative change in a companies corporate or moral stewardship
Higher ranking choice

Risk Management

Beta will range between 0.65 – 1.35, depending on macro-economic data
Sector weightings minimum of 3 sectors with at least 5%. No one sector
with more than 50% weighting.

Investment Strategy: WI Bonds
Investment Manager:			

Dan Wallick, Wade Stinnette, Jake Wallick

Asset Class & Objective

The WI Bond’s overall portfolio style is best defined as fixed income. Our
Bond portfolio consists of primarily of Government Bonds (traditional,
inflation-protected and international) and Corporates (both US and
international). The durations, average credit quality and actual allocations
are managed based on interest rate expectations with market and
economic indicators.

Strategy Custom Benchmark

Not Applicable

Single Security Index

iShares Core Aggregate US Bond Index

Style Factors

Not Applicable

Portfolio Characteristics

10 – 30 positions
Low turnover
Complies with WI faith-based and biblically responsible
investment guidelines
May contain:
Corporate and Government Bonds
US and International Bonds
Preferreds
Convertibles, Hybrids and other fixed income type securities

Investment Process

Wallick Investments’ security-selection process evaluates current macroeconomic data listed on page 10 to determine adjustment to portfolio
credit quality and duration— i.e., exposure to interest rate risks.

Sell Discipline

Change in macro-economic data
A negative change in a companies corporate or moral stewardship
Higher ranking choice

Risk Management

Volatility will be limited to 150% of the single security index
Duration will be limited to 150% of the single security index
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Our Strategic Moral History
The Wallick Investments team desires to be a force for good in all we do. In our professional lives,
this is wrapped up in strategic moral investing. It is our love of God, who first loved us, that fuels our
passion for investment success for our clients. Our long-term investment performance and academic
research supports our belief that an investor does not have to compromise his/her values in order to
achieve exceptional investment results.
Strategic Moral Investing (SMI) has been a core component of who we are since the firm’s inception.
In 2005, we were limited to informal screening, eliminating companies based on individual security
research. Since June of 2013, by leveraging the technology of the Biblically Responsible Institute’s
filtering database, Wallick Investments eliminates from consideration companies that purposely and
significantly profit from: abortion, contraception, predatory lending, bio-engineering or companies that
significantly promote activities in opposition to traditional family values, such as pornography.

One of Wallick Investments’ key quantitative investment factors is Investment Quality. Within
Investment Quality, Stewardship is a critical sub-factor. All Wallick Investment’s equity portfolios
require companies to meet basic stewardship requirements, while our WI Excelsis portfolio requires
enhanced criteria. As of April 2016, Wallick Investments maintains a portfolio of companies that not
only meet our moral filtering criteria, they also do not profit from activities susceptible to addiction
such as alcohol, tobacco and gambling, and demonstrate a commitment to the Christian investing
principles of subsidiarity, solidarity and religious liberty. This is WI Excelsis.

What is Strategic Moral Investing (SMI)?
Strategic Moral Investing is a disciplined, factor-based investment process designed to achieve
exceptional performance without moral indifference.
It is an academically-tested and technologically-enabled, repeatable process of integrating 		
Biblical principles with skilled investment management;
an inspired defense of life-affirming corporate leadership in a proven, proprietary way;
based on a belief that neither investment returns nor moral values need be compromised;
and is faith and reason in action.
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Wallick Investments specializes in
Strategic Moral Investing
—outperforming

custom benchmarks
without moral indifference.

		

Why SMI?

...“You shall love the Lord,
your God,
with all your heart,
with all your soul,
and with all your mind.

Like family life, economic life is one of the chief
areas where we live out our faith, love our neighbor,
confront temptation, fulfill God’s creative design,
and achieve our holiness. Our economic activity in

Matthew 22:37 NABRE

factory, field, office, or shop feeds our families—or
feeds our anxieties. It exercises our talents—or wastes
them. It raises our hopes—or crushes them. It brings
us into cooperation with others—or sets us at odds.

As a key component of our economic lives,
our investments either further endear us to or
estrange us from our awesome loving God.

The SMI Process...
Screens Out companies which— significantly

Screens In (for our WI Excelsis portfolio strategy)

promote life-damaging business activities which

companies that— are not screened out for any

oppose traditional family values (pornography,

SMI factor and score high in the areas of

abortion, contraception, predatory lending,

meeting human needs, serving the common

embryonic stem cell research, weapons of

good, defending the human dignity in the

indiscriminate destruction and other activities in

workplace, rewarding workers for their best

opposition to life-affirming pursuits for society).

work, offering material employee ownership,

Alcohol, tobacco, gambling are additional

and treating its stakeholders in a just and

“Screen Out” factors for our WI Excelsis portfolio.

fair way.

“If you don’t have integrity, you have nothing. You can’t buy it. You can have all the money in the world,
but if you are not a moral and ethical person, you really have nothing.”
Henry Kravis - Co-founder, co-chairman and co-chief executive officer of KKR
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The SMI Process continued
Step 1: All companies must meet our minimum investment screening criteria for all portfolios
which includes the “Screening Out” of all companies with a “Poor” Stewardship score.
Step 1a: WI Excelsis is subject to an additional step.
We “Screen In” companies with enhanced
“Quality” criteria including employee

1. Initial Financial Screening
Common to all portfolios—
minimum required Equity 		
investment factors.

This portfolio also
includes enhanced
Quality Factor 		
requirements.

ownership and value-based management.
Step 2: We then score the candidates by Quality,
Valuation, Momentum and
Volatility factors.
Step 3: We then apply moral/ethical exclusion

2. Security Ranking
Ranking based on
proprietary weighting of
each investment factor
within each portfolio.

screens based in US Conference of
Catholic Bishops (USCCB) Investment
guidelines and WI exclusions.
Step 4: Wallick Investments portfolio managers

3. USCCB Guideline and
WI Exclusions
Securities are eliminated
at this stage.

meet to make final selections.
Step 5: Ongoing monitoring of each actively

4. Investment Committee
Selection

managed separate account.
5. Final Portfolio
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1a. WI Excelsis

Our Excelsis Portfolio Strategy
Though all of our portfolios have been ethically filtered (formally) since June of 2013, WI Excelsis is
designed to be intentionally inclusive of companies whose management demonstrate a commitment to a
higher level of corporate quality, stewardship, subsidiarity, solidarity, human dignity, the common good and
a vision of a business as a community of persons. These companies tend to have larger employee ownership
plans, are listed among the best corporate citizens by groups such as Forbes and Corporate Responsibility
Magazine, Most Ethical by firms such as Ethisphere and have exemplary stewardship ratings from firms like
Morningstar and the Biblically Responsible Institute. From the companies meeting our minimum inclusion
requirements, WI Excelsis includes stocks of the highest exposure to Quality, Value and Momentum.
This “all-weather portfolio” seeks investments that meet enhanced ethical and moral 		
requirements. It holds reasonably-valued stocks of some of the highest-quality companies
that operate with utmost stewardship for shareholders, employees, customers and stakeholders.
These companies have a clear, positive vision for enhancing life in their communities.
The portfolio both Screens Out (negative) and Screens In (positive) investments based
on ethical/moral scoring. We believe, few other firms or Funds do both, together, systematically.
Although Excelsis has limited performance data, we believe our process will be sustainable
into the future given the success of our core factor-based portfolio (Fidelis) which has 5+ years
of performance data.
The portfolio’s goal is to outperform its investment benchmark, the S&P 500, and its comparable
Large-Cap Blend peers. We expect WI Excelsis to perform consistently, across all market cycles,
and to be an excellent vehicle for compounding long-term growth for investors.
Our process
consistently 		
produces
top-quartile
investment
results, without
moral indifference.

For complimentary
portfolio evaluation,
contact us today.
1122 Lady Street
Suite 810
Columbia, SC.
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Academic and Practical Support for the Excelsis Approach
Based on their more than thirty years of experience, the Christian Brothers’ Investment Service
claim their Catholic screens, which are also based on the US Conference of Catholic Bishops’
Investment guidelines, have not had a material impact on investment returns over the long-term.
The Rutgers School of Management’s academic team of Blasi and Beyster show conclusively that
workers and organizations are more productive when working with corporations that provide
superior ownership incentives, work-place culture and performance systems.
UK research, by the Capital Research group, successfully tied employee ownership to
actual long-run stock performance (below).
The Vershoor Study (1998), under the EIRIS research initiatives, showed that corporate performance
		 was likely more closely linked to ethical tone set by management than actual ethics or moral rules.
		 The linkage was strong and evident, despite the causal proof being less determinable.
University of Cambridge’s Institute for Sustainability Leadership (2015) collected research with the
		 Investment Leadership Group (ILG) to show the stabilizing effect ethical/moral investments have
		 on overall portfolio performance.
Thornburg Investment Management White Paper, Jan. 2016— “Sustainable Investing as 		
		 Performance Investing” claims for the first time that “Environmental, Social and Governance”
		 overall investing can lead to outperformance.

United Kingdom data since 2003
EOI: Employee Owned Companies

FTSE: Non-employee owned

Used with permission.
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“Clients who value moral/ethical decisioning of their investments can continue to both feel
comfortable with the positions they hold, and the performance they can expect— based on our
system of research and length of time we have applied SMI, and our skilled application of it.”
- Dan Wallick, managing partner and chief investment officer
Wallick Investments

Aligning Faith and Investing
As good stewards, desiring to glorify God in all we do, Wallick Investments strives to educate and
enlighten investors. We are portfolio managers with more than 50 years combined experience and
over 10 years of strong investment performance. We have a consistent investment and
moral/ethical selection process with on-going investment and spiritual due-diligence monitoring.
For more information about Wallick Investments’ portfolios, our proven investment processes, and
our performance, see our web site or call us at 803.699.9400.
Let us grow your investments.
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Performance Review
4th Quarter (Sept. 30, 2020 – Dec. 31, 2020)

Account
Client name IRA

This Qtr.
X.X %

YTD
X.X %

Since
Inception
X.X %

Allocation Benchmark*
Growth

This Qtr.
X.X %

YTD
X.X %

Since
Inception
X.X %

*See below for Custom Allocation Benchmark details

Composite/Model Performance
Wallick Investments’
Portfolio Composites

This Qtr.

WI Tactical Allocation Model

x.xx %

YTD

x.xx

Annualized
Since
Inception

x.xx

Index**

This Qtr.

YTD

Annualized
Since
Inception

Equity

1

x.xx

x.xx

x.xx

2

WI Bonds Composite

x.xx

x.xx

x.xx

Equity

x.xx

x.xx

x.xx

WI Fidelis Composite

x.xx

x.xx

x.xx

Equity 3

x.xx

x.xx

x.xx

x.xx
x.xx

4

x.xx

x.xx

x.xx

Equity 5

x.xx

x.xx

x.xx

WI Excelsis Model

x.xx

WI Factor Rotation Model

x.xx

x.xx
x.xx

Equity

**See below for Index details

* Custom Allocations Benchmarks
Aggressive: 41% Vanguard 500 Index / 4% Vanguard Mid-Cap Index / 12% Vanguard Small-Cap Index / 19% Russell 1000 Value Index /
9% Vanguard FSTE All World ex-US Index / 5% Hedge / 7% Aggregate Bond Index / 3% Barclays 1 – 3 Month T-Bill
Growth: 36% Vanguard 500 Index / 4% Vanguard Mid-Cap Index / 10% Vanguard Small-Cap Index / 19% Russell 1000 Value Index /
8% Vanguard FSTE All World ex-US Index / 5% Hedge / 17% Aggregate Bond Index / 3% Barclays 1 – 3 Month T-Bill
Moderate: 29% Vanguard 500 Index / 4% Vanguard Mid-Cap Index / 8% Vanguard Small-Cap Index / 13% Russell 1000 Value Index /
6% Vanguard FSTE All-World ex-US Index / 5% Hedge / 32% Aggregate Bond Index / 3% Barclays 1 – 3 Month T-Bill
Conservative: 22% Vanguard 500 Index / 2% Vanguard Mid-Cap Index / 6% Vanguard Small-Cap Index / 10% Russell 1000 Value Index /
5% Vanguard
FSTE All-World ex-US Index / 5% Hedge / 47% Aggregate Bond Index / 3% Barclays 1 – 3 Month T-Bill
:
Defensive: 17% Vanguard 500 Index / 2% Vanguard Mid-Cap Index / 4% Vanguard Small-Cap Index / 8% Russell 1000 Value Index /
4% Vanguard FSTE All World ex-US Index / 5% Hedge / 57% Aggregate Bond Index / 3% Barclays 1 – 3 Month T-Bill

**Composite / Model Index Benchmarks
1. WI Tactical Asset Allocation Model: 92% iShares Barclays US Aggregate Bond Fund / 5% Barclays iPath DJ UBS Commodity TR ETF /
3% SPDR Barclays 1– 3 Month T-Bill ETF
2. WI Bonds Composite: 100% iShares Core Aggregate US Bond Market
3. WI Fidelis Composite: 48%Vanguard 500 Index / 5% Vanguard Mid-Cap Index / 15% Vanguard Small-Cap Index /
22% Russell 1000 Value Index / 10% Vanguard FSTE All World ex-US Index
4. WI Excelsis Model: 48%Vanguard 500 Index / 5% Vanguard Mid-Cap Index / 15% Vanguard Small-Cap Index /
22% Russell 1000 Value Index / 10% Vanguard FSTE All World ex-US Index
5. WI Factor Rotation Model: 20% iShares MSCI USA Momentum Factor ETF / 20% iShares Edge MSCI USA Value Factor /
20% iShares Edge MSCI USA Quality Factor / 20% iShares MSCI USA Minimum Volatility Index / 20% SPDR S&P Dividend ETF
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The design of the Wallick Investment logo echoes the solid, analytical and transparent objectives
of the firm. Wallick Investments uses multiple investment strategies, relying heavily on quantitative
analysis of data. Therefore, the mark of the logo contains two distinct investment indicator graphics.
The sepia swish with an upward arrow denotes where in a stock’s “earnings surprise” cycle it is most
advantageous to invest. The “x” axis vector represents risk. The “y” axis vector represents return. The
bisecting ray headed out of the top left quadrant is where the firm and the investor aspires to be— the
greatest amount of return with the least amount of risk. The mark itself (in the shape of a quadrant) is
also placed in the top left quadrant of the logo to reiterate the objective: more return with less risk.

Wallick Investments’ fees
At Wallick Investments, we
endeavor to earn our fees by:

Filtering all equity portfolios for compliance with Christian values
Developing and managing factor-based equity portfolios
Making prudent tactical asset allocation decisions
Making data-driven, factor-rotation decisions
Providing non-emotional financial counsel
Providing transparent reporting

Individual fees are based on a client’s risk tolerance and assets they have placed under management at
Wallick Investments. The Wallick Investments’ fee schedule is as follows:
Assets Managed
Aggressive
		
		

Moderately
Moderate/
Conservative
Aggressive
Balanced		
Growth			

Very
Conservative
Defensive

< $250,000
$250,000 – 499,999
$500,000 – 999,999
> $1,000,000

1.40%
1.20%
0.95%
0.75%

1.30%		
1.05%
0.80%
0.60%

1.40%
1.25%
1.00%
0.80%

401K Plan Fees

1.40%
1.15%
0.90%
0.70%

1.35%
1.10%
0.85%
0.65%

Wallick Investments Models: 1.0%

Portfolios of accounts or ETFs: .60%

Individual fund or ETF: .35%

Individual custodians may impose additional charges.
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Frequently Asked Questions
What is an RIA firm?

Are our accounts safe?

RIA (Registered Investment Advisor) refers to a firm
in the business of managing investments or giving
investment or financial planning advice. An individual
who works for an RIA is known as an Investment
Advisor Representative (IAR). Depending on an RIA’s
assets under management, the firm is required to
register with either the US Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) or with a state’s securities division.
Wallick Investments is registered with the South
Carolina Attorney General’s Office and licensed in
North Carolina as well. Wallick Investments, LLC is
an RIA firm specializing in building, implementing
and managing investment portfolios with integrity and
professional excellence.

Wallick Investments, LLC and our custodian(s)
have established policies and procedures and take
significant precautions in order to protect ourselves
and our clients against data theft. These precautions
include equipping all computers with firewalls and
security software, avoiding the use of wireless internet
connections when possible, using Secure Socket Layer
(SSL) technology encryption, restricting access to
information, not releasing information to any outside
parties not legally requiring such information and
maintaining all client files in locked and fireproof
safes. Clients also have protection against custodian
financial collapse through Securities Investor Protection
Corporation (SIPC) insurance and additional account
protection through underwriters at Lloyd’s of London.

How is an RIA different from a
brokerage firm?

Separate Accounts vs. Mutual Funds

RIAs are paid a percentage of the value of the assets
they manage for clients, an hourly fee or a fixed fee.
A brokerage firm is usually paid by commissions for
trades and transfer payments from mutual funds and/or
insurance companies based on the products sold. For
additional information concerning Wallick Investments’
fees, please see page 23. Instead of legally adhering
to the same “suitability” standard a brokerage firm
and its financial advisors must uphold, an RIA and its
IARs must adhere to a fiduciary standard of care laid
out in the US Investment Advisers Act of 1940. This
stricter standard requires an RIA to provide additional
transparency and its employees must act and serve a
client’s best interests with the intent to eliminate, or at
least to expose, all potential conflicts of interest which
might incline an investment advisor consciously or
unconsciously— to render advice which is not in the
best interest of the client. For additional information
about the fiduciary standard, see our inside back cover.
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A mutual fund is a pooled account. Many investors own
a portion of one fund. When the fund manager makes a
change, it affects all the investors. When investors buy
or sell large quantities of a fund, it forces the manager
to make large purchases or sales of securities he may
not believe is best for the fund. The manager earns a
fee for managing the fund and because most mutual
funds are sold through a financial advisor, the advisor
and their firm also receive compensation. This is usually
accomplished through an advisory fee, a load (an upfront mutual fund fee) or increased management fees
which are shared with the advisor and their firm.
With separate accounts, investors own a portfolio of
securities which are individually managed by the
portfolio manager. The manager has the ability to
make changes to individual accounts without affecting
other clients’ accounts. The manager earns a fee for
managing the accounts. If there is an outside advisor
involved, they also receive compensation, usually in
the form of an advisory fee.

The Fiduciary Standard
In the world of finance, the fiduciary standard is the highest ethical standard for investment
professionals. It legally requires investment professionals to keep the interests of their clients first,
above their own interests as well as above those of their employers. Investment advisors attempting
to achieve this standard limit their potential conflicts of interest and disclose possible conflicts that
cannot be eliminated. Possible conflicts include compensation from sources other than the client,
such as incentives from broker/dealers, mutual funds or insurance companies.
Prior to the 2017 Department of Labors’ (DOL) new Fiduciary rules (vacated 2018), the majority of
investment professionals actually were held to a lesser standard by regulators called a suitability
standard. Under the suitability standard, advisors are free to sell any investment or insurance
product that can be considered appropriate for the client’s situation, not necessarily the best product
or strategy, just an appropriate one.
Investment advisors bearing the fiduciary standard are expected to minimize their clients overall
investment expenses while maximizing risk-adjusted returns and disclosing strategic processes used
to manage their clients’ accounts. Disclosures can include asset-allocation guidelines, diversification
requirements, security-selection criteria, performance benchmarks and performance-monitoring
procedures. Disclosures can be found in a client agreement, an investment policy statement and/or
a Registered Investment Advisors mandatory ADV form, also called a disclosure brochure.
Obviously, there are many advantages to working with advisors who accept fiduciary responsibility;
however, guaranteed success is not one of them. Advisors who accept the higher standard can select
investments that perform poorly despite their best efforts on their clients’ behalf. By the same token,
advisors who do not accept the higher standard still can offer successful products and strategies. The
major difference is an investment advisor accepting fiduciary responsibility is less likely to be making
decisions for the wrong reasons.
Finding investment professionals who adhere to the fiduciary standard for all accounts is not always
a simple task. Attorneys, Certified Public Accountants and Registered Investment Advisors are
professionals who are always held to the fiduciary standard. Therefore, investors should ask their
advisors for clarification about fiduciary responsibilities and investors should request that clarification
in writing.
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